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Santa Cruz, California (Newsworthy.ai) Sunday Nov 19, 2023 @ 5:00 PM Pacific —

Ventana is thrilled to announce the launch of its latest innovation, the Ventana Wave Pocket
Amp. This compact, portable amplifier is designed for musicians on the go, regardless of
their instrument of choice.

Artisan Craftsmanship: The Ventana Wave is a testament to meticulous artisanship,
designed by master artisan Martijn Stiphout in Santa Cruz, California. Each amp is lovingly
assembled in our workshop and quality-checked before shipment, ensuring our customers
receive nothing but the best.

“This is a little amp with a big punch. It’s beautifully made and perfect for quick jam
sessions on the go,” said Carolyn Sills, Western Swing Female Vocalist of the Year

Sustainable Materials: The Wave is crafted with exquisite, uniquely grained Brazilian
cherry wood reclaimed from new floorboard offcuts. This durable and wear-resistant wood is
among the hardest in the world, ensuring the longevity of the amp.

Innovative Features: The Ventana Wave boasts an adjustable gain/amplification feature,
allowing musicians to adjust the volume on their instrument to change the gain to their
liking. It also features an embedded on/off power switch, a custom speaker grill designed by
talented line art illustrator Drew Graves, and a 1/4-inch amp cable port for easy connectivity
with the included cable. The 9V battery can be easily replaced to keep you playing for hours
and hours.

“This little amp is a work of art and is great for travel and practice. It was a nice clean
sound that breaks up as you move up in volume. Really fun,” said guitarist Daniel Vanek.

Free Custom Engraving: With free, custom name or message engraving, it’s the perfect
gift.

The Ventana Wave is not just an amplifier; it’s a revolution in portable music technology.
Whether you’re on your next camping, beach bonfire, surf, or stay-at-home adventure,
amplify sound anytime, anywhere with the Ventana Wave Pocket Amp.

“The sound quality of this amp is impressive for how little it is, and it carries a crisp tone
that sounds vintage at higher volumes,” said acoustic guitar TikTok star, Adam “Surf Bagel”
Kagel.

The Ventana Wave is available now at https://ventanawave.com/amp
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